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Details of Visit:

Author: sexytommy1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 6 Jul 2017 7:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07448809494

The Premises:

Flat above commercial premises close to Streatham station. Flat a bit shabby to be honest (but fit
for purpose) although no where a bad as the entrance to the communal entrance to the flat itself
which stunk of damp. At this price range however I guess this is to be expected to some extent

The Lady:

Facially- face hidden in pictures attractive enough to peak my interest but for me nothing special.
May be a 7.5. (" I have paid a lot more for worse!). Very little make up being worn (if any) so no
false advertising going on!
Body- In pretty good shape, reasonably slim but could do with a little bit of gym work to firm up
belly/bum. Tits were a little bit droopy.

The Story:

I had planned to see someone at Maxes Angels' but experienced a bit of drama on that end (see my
next review) so had to sort something else on short notice. I had been making a list of girls more
local to south London for short visits so gave Cleo a ring and no answer she immediately text me
back and we arranged the rest by text address length of appointment etc. Everything quite
straigtforward.
On arrival I thought presentation could have been a bit better, she was essentially waeing
sleepwear (not the sexy kind) just loose short shorts and a vest, not especially sexy but decent
enough figure was evident.(The heat may have had something to do with it) Very little make up. I
don't think her legs had been shaved for a few days though as every now and then I felt a bit of
stubble (nothing I could see visibly though)
Offered a shower which I gladly accepted as it was boiling outside and in.
Offered OWO or OW at the beginning and elected for OWO this time around as I had opted for the
hour. When I felt the urge I switched and gave her some attention with tongue and fingers, licking
her nipples and DFK which she seemed to enjoy. After some time I straddled her face so she could
suck my cock some more. I enquired about facial but she indicated that was something she didn’t
do so Came in her mouth instead.
A bit of a breather and offered a massage but I decline instead opting for some more sucking to get
me hard again. After a bit of time I decided to lube her ass up. All she had available was Baby oil
which while effective as you may know degrades Latex Condoms. Fortunately I had some KY in my
bag. So fingered her arse gradually increasing to two fingers before penetrated her ass in various
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positions. She took it like a trooper but I could tell she wasn't entirely comfortable as I am fairly big
so I didn’t go too vigorous after a number of positions came with her lying prone and me kneeling
on her ass.
Their was a bit of confusion after this as I still had about 20 minutes to go but she kept asking me
whether I wanted a shower. Eventually the confusion subsided and basically she has a limit of guys
Cumming twice within an hour appointment. Whilst this was a bit annoying as I was still horny and I
was looking to give her pussy a real pounding It did not bother me too much. I had CIM and Fucked
her in the Ass for £100.00 so gave her the benefit of the doubt although this is something she
should perhaps make clear at the outset. That being said given the lower end of the P4P market
this type of thing is not uncommon and I probably should have asked earlier about unlimited pops
etc, that way I could have held out second time around so that I could have fucked her pussy as
well.
Overall a very good value for money punt, reasonably attractive, all services included in the price.
She was very receptive and obliged at nearly every request (except for facial). Not particularly
active, but responsive enough to make you feel that she was enjoying as well. Its hard to imagine
finding anything better at £100 per hour. A bit of effort on presentation would go along way though
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